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**Abstract**: Wireless communications and Internet use have both experienced explosive growth rates during the 1990’s. Unfortunately, the performance of Internet applications over wireless links is severely degraded by transmission errors. Previous approaches to those performance problems have not succeeded in bridging the gap between end-to-end application requirements and local wireless link quality so as to offer a universal solution.

Aiming to solve wireless problems at their source, we concentrated on the link layer of the network protocol stack. To understand what types of solutions can optimize Internet performance over wireless links, we performed an extensive simulation study of different applications over a variety of transport layer protocols, wireless links, network topologies and link layer mechanisms. Our analysis reveals that the best solution for each situation depends on underlying link properties but not on awareness of higher layer semantics. We found that the use of appropriate link layer error control mechanisms leads to tremendous improvements in application performance, for both loss intolerant and loss tolerant applications. However, different solutions are preferable to satisfy diverse application requirements.

In order to optimize the performance of heterogeneous mixes of Internet traffic over wireless links, we proposed a multi service link layer architecture that allows the simultaneous operation of multiple link layer mechanisms, each satisfying the needs of a particular class of applications. Our proposal can be extended to support future needs and customized for any wireless link with minimal effort. We evaluated this architecture by repeating our extensive simulations with all applications operating simultaneously over multi service link layers, using appropriate mechanisms for each type of traffic. Our results show that all applications improved their performance by virtually the same factor as when operating in isolation over their preferred link layer mechanisms.

Our architecture can be transparently integrated with the existing Internet to enhance application performance without any modifications to other protocols. It can also complement emerging Quality of
Service provisioning schemes so as to combine congestion and error management. Finally, it provides standardized performance metrics that can be used to dynamically create end-to-end services for adaptive protocols and applications.


Abstract: The computer system simulator was originally developed by J.C. Cavouras, as part of his Ph.D. dissertation which was published in 1978, using the PL/1 language on an IBM 370/168. A second version was developed by J.C. Cavouras in 1980, using the C language on a DEC VAX 11/780 under Version 7 UNIX, which however could not be executed in other systems. The author undertook the task of revising the C language version so as to allow it to be executed in any modern UNIX system, as part of his B.S. dissertation on operating systems in the Department of Applied Informatics of the Athens University of Economics and Business (AUEB), during the 1992-93 Academic Year. The basic deliverable of the dissertation is an ANSI C and a UNIX C version of the program, with minor differences among the two. Porting the program led to considerable modifications of its code in order to optimize its performance and improve its quality in terms of structure and readability. In parallel, all program messages were localized and the code was internally documented (in Greek). This manual consists of the external documentation of the code and some remarks on the structure and operation of the program which may be of assistance to its users during program execution and modification.
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Abstract: Cloud computing has become the focus of attention in the computing industry. However, security concerns still impede the widespread adoption of this technology. Most enterprises are particularly worried about the lack of control over their outsourced data, since the authentication and authorization systems of Cloud providers are generic and they cannot be easily adapted to the requirements of each individual enterprise. An adaptation process requires the creation of complex protocols, often leading to security problems and lock-in conditions. In this paper we present the design of a lightweight access control solution that overcomes these problems. With our solution access control is offered as a service by a third trusted party, the Access Control Provider. Access control as a service enhances end-user privacy, eliminates the need for developing complex adaptation protocols, and offers data owners flexibility to switch among Cloud providers, or to use multiple, different Cloud providers concurrently. As a proof of concept, we have implemented and incorporated our solution in the popular open-source Cloud stack OpenStack. Moreover, we have designed and implemented a Web application that enables the incorporation of our solution into Google Drive.


Abstract: Overlay networks are widely used for locating and disseminating information by means of custom routing and forwarding on top of an underlying network. Distributed Hash Table (DHT) based overlays in particular, provide good scalability and load balancing properties. However, these come at the cost of inefficient routing, caused by the lack of adaptation to the underlying network, as DHTs often overlook physical network proximity, administrative boundaries and/or inter-domain routing policies. In this paper we show how to construct a DHT-based overlay network that takes all these aspects into account, so as to ease the global deployment of Future Internet architectures which require largescale name resolution, such as Information-Centric Networking (ICN) and the Internet of Things (IoT). Based on the Pastry distributed object location and routing substrate and the Canon paradigm for multi-level DHTs, we developed H-Pastry, an overlay DHT scheme that harvests the scalability and load balancing features of DHTs, while also adapting to the underlying network topology, administrative structure
and routing policies. We evaluate the performance characteristics of the proposed scheme through an extensive set of detailed simulations over realistic inter-network topologies. Our results show that H-Pastry substantially improves routing by reducing both overlay path stretch (by up to 55%) and routing policy violations (by up to 70%), compared to the Canonical (multi-level) Chord DHT. In addition, the design of H-Pastry keeps traffic within administrative boundaries as far as possible, reducing inter-domain hops by up to 27% compared to Pastry, while also creating excellent opportunities for the support of caching and multicast.


**Abstract**: In the past few years, many researchers have argued that the Internet should transition from its traditional endpoint-centric architecture to an information-centric paradigm. One of the advantages of the information-centric model is that the network can easily aggregate requests for the same content and serve them via multicast. Indeed, most information-centric architectures proposed to date offer native support for multicast, promising a vast improvement in the efficiency of content distribution. However, designing efficient reliable transport protocols for multicast is a largely open issue, due to the problem of feedback implosion towards the sender as group size grows. In this paper we propose RMTPSI, a retransmission-based reliable error control protocol for multicast communication designed specifically for information-centric networks. We compare RMTPSI with existing approaches proposed for IP multicast and evaluate its performance via simulation, showing that our approach leads to more efficient content distribution and error recovery than previous solutions.


**Abstract**: The current Internet architecture was founded upon a host-centric communication model, which was appropriate for coping with the needs of the early Internet users. Internet usage has evolved however, with most users mainly interested in accessing (vast amounts of) information, irrespective of its physical location. This paradigm shift in the usage model of the Internet, along with the pressing needs for, among others, better security and mobility support, has led researchers into considering a radical change to the Internet architecture. In this direction, we have witnessed many research efforts investigating Information-Centric Networking (ICN) as a foundation upon which the Future Internet can be built. Our main aims in this survey are: (a) to identify the core functionalities of ICN architectures, (b) to describe the key ICN proposals in a tutorial manner, highlighting the similarities and differences among them with respect to those core functionalities, and (c) to identify the key weaknesses of ICN proposals and to outline the main unresolved research challenges in this area of networking research.


**Abstract**: Future information-oriented Internet architectures are expected to effectively support mobility. PSIRP, an EU FP7 research project, designed, prototyped, and investigated a clean-slate architecture for the Future Internet based on the publish-subscribe paradigm. PURSUIT, another EU FP7 research project, is further developing this architecture, which we refer to as Ψ, the Publish Subscribe Internet (PSI) architecture, extending it in various directions, including a deeper investigation of higher (transport and application) and lower layers (e.g., various link technologies, such as wireless and optical). In this paper we present the basics of the Ψ architecture, including the built-in multicast and caching mechanisms, with particular focus on mobility support. We discuss how the native, clean-slate, Ψ instantiation of the information-centric model can support mobility and also present an overlay variant of Ψ we have developed in order to provide an evolutionary path to adoption. Based on analysis and simulation we demonstrate the advantages of the proposed architecture compared to well established solutions such as Mobile IPv6.

**Abstract:** The Internet is straining to meet demands that its design had never anticipated, such as supporting billions of mobile devices and transporting huge amounts of multimedia content. The Publish-Subscribe Internet (PSI) architecture, a clean slate Information Centric Networking approach for the Future Internet, was designed to satisfy the current and emerging user demands for pervasive content delivery that the Internet can no longer handle. This article provides an overview of the PSI architecture, explaining its operation from bootstrapping to information delivery, focusing on its support for network layer caching and seamless mobility, which make PSI an excellent platform for ubiquitous information delivery.


**Abstract:** It has become apparent for quite some time that the Internet has evolved from a network connecting pairs of end-hosts to a substrate for information dissemination. While this shift towards information centric networking has been clearly demonstrated by the proliferation of file sharing and content delivery applications, it has not been reflected in a corresponding shift in network architecture. To address this issue, we designed MultiCache, an information-centric architecture aiming at the efficient use of network resources. MultiCache is based on two primitives: multicast and caching. It exploits overlay multicast as a means for content delivery and takes advantage of multicast forwarding information to locate, in an anycast fashion, nearby caches that have been themselves fed via multicast. We evaluate MultiCache against a widespread file sharing application (BitTorrent) with respect to both network resource consumption and end-user experience.


**Abstract:** The Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Service (MBMS) was designed to enable the mass distribution of multimedia content in 3rd Generation and beyond cellular networks. If such services are to become commercially viable, they must be able to efficiently support widely heterogeneous user requirements, for example, due to terminal limitations and cost constraints. This paper presents an MBMS extension that allows multiple variants of the same content to be economically distributed to heterogeneous receivers, explicitly taking into account the possibility of using either dedicated or common radio channels. We describe our extended multiple content variant MBMS model by explaining the modifications that it imposes on the standard MBMS model, as well as the manner in which it can be combined with layered coding. We also present an analytical evaluation of our approach against alternatives based on the standard MBMS in terms of control and user plane overhead, and compare the analytical predictions with detailed simulation results. Both the analysis and the simulations indicate that our proposal can indeed satisfy heterogeneous user requirements, while consuming considerably lower resources than the standard-based alternatives.


**Abstract:** While traditional link layer protocols assume that they fully control the underlying link, in contemporary wireless networks the link may be dynamically shared by sessions belonging to different users and/or applications. To assess the impact of link sharing, we measure the File Transfer and Web Browsing throughput achieved over a Selective Repeat (SR) protocol, with or without contention from Media Distribution. Our results indicate that the optimal protocol settings strongly depend on the level of contention for the link. We therefore present two link layer protocols that adapt to the available bandwidth, our Adaptive Selective Repeat (ASR) protocol which dynamically modifies its retransmission timeouts, and the Radio Link Control (RLC) protocol specified for use by UMTS networks which does not employ retransmission timers. We first repeat our performance measurements to determine the optimal settings for each protocol, and then compare the fine tuned versions of all protocols with respect to their File Transfer and Web Browsing throughput, as well as to the delay induced to the contending
Media Distribution packets. Our results indicate that while both RLC and ASR are more stable than SR, the complex RLC does not match the performance of our simpler ASR.


**Abstract:** This article provides an overview of the multimedia broadcast/multicast service (MBMS) for universal mobile telecommunications system (UMTS) networks. We first outline the features of UMTS networks as defined by the 3rd generation partnership project (3GPP) in order to provide a background for the discussion to follow. We then present the overall MBMS architecture, the services that it provides to the users and the differences between the broadcast and multicast options. The implementation details of MBMS are explained in terms of the modifications needed to the network, the new signaling procedures required and the impact of MBMS on the radio part of the network. We then describe how the security architecture of UMTS is used to support content protection and key distribution for MBMS groups. We evaluate the prospects of MBMS by comparing it first with IP multicast and then with DVB-H, considered by many to be the closest competitor of MBMS. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of the technical and business challenges still faced by MBMS.


**Abstract:** The performance of Internet applications over wireless links is disappointing due to the adverse effects of wireless errors on higher layer protocols and applications. This paper focuses on link layer enhancement mechanisms which attempt to hide these wireless impairments. We simulate file transfer and WWW browsing over TCP and continuous media distribution over UDP, in conjunction with various link layer schemes. Our results reveal that WWW browsing behaves differently than bulk file transfer, that some TCP aware enhancements have limited applicability and that UDP applications are best served by schemes inappropriate for TCP. We then describe a multi-service link layer architecture that simultaneously enhances the performance of diverse applications by supporting multiple error recovery schemes in parallel. In order to evaluate our architecture, we repeat our previous simulations with all applications executing simultaneously. The results reveal that with our approach each application achieves similar improvements as when it operates alone over its preferred link layer.


**Abstract:** Internet application performance over wireless links is disappointing, since wireless impairments adversely affect higher protocol layers. In order to address these problems without global protocol modifications, we examine link layer enhancement schemes. Simulations show that different schemes work best for different applications. We have thus developed a multi-service link layer architecture that simultaneously enhances the performance of diverse applications by supporting multiple link mechanisms concurrently. Simulations show that our approach dramatically improves performance. We present various ways of embedding this architecture into the Internet, thus allowing applications to select themselves the appropriate trade-off between throughput, loss and delay.


**Abstract:** This article discusses the problems arising when the TCP/IP protocol suite is used to provide Internet connectivity over existing and emerging wireless links. Due to the strong drive towards wireless Internet access through mobile terminals, these problems must be carefully studied in order to build improved systems. We review wireless link characteristics using Wireless LANs and Cellular Communications systems as examples. We then outline the performance problems of the TCP/IP protocol suite when employed over those links, such as degraded TCP performance due to mistaking wireless errors for congestion. We present various proposals for solving these problems and examine their benefits and limitations. Finally, we consider the future evolution of wireless systems and the challenges that emerging systems will impose on the Internet protocol suite.

Abstract: We have developed a novel link layer architecture that provides multiple Quality of Service points simultaneously over wireless Internet links. Our approach enhances the performance of diverse applications over error prone links. We discuss the performance problems of Internet protocols over wireless links, presenting as a case study our measurements on a wireless LAN, and argue that it is preferable to handle wireless impairments at the link layer. We present a simulation study of various link layer enhancements and their impact on TCP and UDP performance. Our results show that different approaches are preferable for each type of application. We thus propose a Multi Service Link Layer approach that supports multiple link layer mechanisms over a single link. Our scheme is transport protocol independent and customizable for the underlying wireless link technology. While our approach can be directly deployed on the existing Internet, it also provides support for future Quality of Service-aware protocols and applications. Our simulation results show that our approach improves uniformly the performance of both TCP and UDP applications.


Abstract: This article discusses the problems that arise when standard Internet protocols such as TCP are used over wireless links. We review wireless link characteristics with case studies drawn from commercial Wireless LANs and Cellular Telephony systems. We discuss problems with Internet protocols when employed over these systems, such as degraded TCP performance when wireless errors are interpreted as congestion losses. We survey various proposed approaches to mitigating such problems and examine their applicability. Finally, we look at the future of wireless systems and the new challenges that they will create for Internet protocols, and state some goals for further protocol enhancement and evolution, pointing out the need for better protocol integration across layers.


Abstract: We examine the applicability of existing IP multicast mechanisms for Point-to-Point links such as wired and wireless telephone lines. We identify problems such as overhead due to IGMP leave latency and unnecessary probing of hosts, both important issues for power constrained mobile hosts and low bandwidth wireless links. We propose alternative mechanisms that preserve the IP multicasting model but employ join/leave messages to track group membership. We describe the implementation requirements of our mechanisms and compare them to existing ones with respect to performance, mobile power efficiency, interoperability, robustness and implementation complexity, demonstrating that the join/leave approach is uniformly superior for this environment.


Abstract: This paper explores the problems associated with the multicasting of continuous media to support multimedia group applications. The interaction between multicasting and the delivery of multiple time-correlated continuous-media streams with real-time delay requirements poses various new and interesting problems in research on communication protocols and architectures. We describe these problems, and identify where the opportunities are for effective solutions, all in the context of providing an overview of the current state of research in multimedia multicasting. The issues we discuss include quality of service, resource reservations, routing, error and traffic control, heterogeneity, and the use of hierarchical coding and open-loop control techniques.


Abstract: We present alternative designs for efficiently supporting multicast for mobile hosts on the Internet. Methods for separately supporting multicasting and mobility along with their possible interactions are briefly described, and then various solutions to the combined problem are explored. We examine three different multicast delivery mechanisms and compare them based on their efficiency and impact on host protocol software.

Abstract: Various organisations have published proposals to prescribe the form and content of software requirements specification documents; the standards were designed to support the specific needs of these organisations and the intricacies of their development projects. To help third parties in taking advantage of this body of work, a set of criteria are proposed and discussed that can be used to evaluate such standards, according to the unique characteristics of specific combinations of organisations and software development projects, and then the question of how the criteria can be applied in an evaluation, selection and tailoring process, depending on the circumstances, is discussed. Finally, the criteria are demonstrated by applying them on some published standards, to help interested organisations to preselect those that seem most appropriate for their needs.
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Abstract: While research on Information-Centric Networking (ICN) flourishes, its adoption seems to be an elusive goal. In this paper we propose Edge-ICN: a novel approach for deploying ICN in a single large network, such as the network of an Internet Service Provider. Although Edge-ICN requires nothing beyond an SDN-based network supporting the OpenFlow protocol, with ICN-aware nodes only at the edges of the network, it still offers the same benefits as a clean-slate ICN architecture but without the deployment hassles. Moreover, by proxying legacy traffic and transparently forwarding it through the Edge-ICN nodes, all existing applications can operate smoothly, while offering significant advantages to applications such as native support for scalable anycast, multicast, and multi-source forwarding. In this context, we show how the proposed functionality at the edge of the network can specifically benefit CoAP-based IoT applications. Our measurements show that Edge-ICN induces on average the same control plane overhead for name resolution as a centralized approach, while also enabling IoT applications to build on anycast, multicast, and multi-source forwarding primitives.

Abstract: Information-Centric Networking is a promising networking paradigm that overcomes many of the limitations of current networking architectures. Various research efforts investigate solutions for securing ICN. Nevertheless, most of these solutions relax security requirements in favor of network performance. In particular, they weaken end-user privacy and the architecture’s tolerance to security breaches in order to support middleboxes that offer services such as caching and content replication. In this paper, we adapt TLS, a widely used security standard, to an ICN context. We design solutions that allow session reuse and migration among multiple stakeholders and we propose an extension that allows authorized middleboxes to lawfully and transparently intercept secured communications.

Abstract: A very common problem in the sensor networks area, where large numbers of sensors transmit data to a single sink node, is reliable transport. As sensors become cheaper and more powerful, sensor networks face the challenge of controlling all these devices in an efficient manner, which naturally leads to a sink-driven transport scheme. In this paper we propose RT-SENMOS, a sink-driven reliable transport protocol for sensor networks which places the responsibility for transmission rate allocation, congestion avoidance and error control to the sink. RT-SENMOS is intended to be integrated within a specific application which will set its operating parameters depending on its needs, operating on top of UDP/IP to avoid the need for kernel/supersuser access. As RT-SENMOS is fully sink-controlled, it enables the use of simple and inexpensive fixed sensors, which offload all protocol intelligence to a more expensive but reusable sink. We present the design of the protocol, comparing it with a similar approach, called RCRT, and evaluate its performance using a real implementation.

**Abstract:** A well-known technique for enhancing the performance and stability of content distribution is the use of multiple dissemination flows. Multipath TCP (MPTCP), the most popular multiflow protocol on the Internet, allows receivers to exploit multiple paths towards a single sender. Nevertheless, MPTCP cannot fully exploit the potential gains of multipath connectivity, as it must fairly share resources with (single-flow) TCP, without a clear understanding of whether the available paths do share any bottleneck links. In this paper, we introduce a hybrid congestion control algorithm for multisource and multipath transport that enables higher bandwidth utilization compared to MPTCP, while remaining friendly to TCP-like flows. Our solution employs (i) an in-network module that offers essential topological information and (ii) Normalized Multiflow Congestion Control (NMCC), a novel end-to-end congestion control algorithm. While NMCC is architecture-independent and the in-network module can be adapted for Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) or Software Defined Networks (SDNs), our prototype was implemented on the Publish-Subscribe Internetworking (PSI) architecture, which offers centralized path formation and source routing. Using an actual protocol implementation deployed on our test-bed, we provide experimental results which validate the effectiveness of our design in terms of performance, adaptation to shifting network conditions and friendliness to other flows.


**Abstract:** Public Clouds offer a convenient way for storing and sharing large amounts of medical data. Nevertheless, using a shared infrastructure raises significant security and privacy concerns. Even if the data are encrypted, the data owner should share some information with the Cloud provider, in order to enable the latter to perform access control; given the high sensitivity of medical data, even such limited information may jeopardize end-user privacy. In this paper we employ an access control delegation scheme to enable the users themselves to perform access control on their data, which are stored in a public Cloud. To selectively provide access to these data without sacrificing their confidentiality we rely on encryption: our system encrypts data before storing them in the Cloud and applies proxy re-encryption so as to encrypt data separately for each (authorized) user.


**Abstract:** One of the most discussed features offered by Information-centric Networking (ICN) architectures is the ability to support packet-level caching at every node in the network. By individually naming each packet, ICN allows routers to turn their queueing buffers into packet caches, thus exploiting the network’s existing storage resources. However, the performance of packet caching at commodity routers is restricted by the small capacity of their SRAM, which holds the in- dex for the packets stored at the, slower, DRAM. We therefore propose Object-oriented Packet Caching (OPC), a novel caching scheme that overcomes the SRAM bottleneck, by combining object-level indexing in the SRAM with packet-level storage in the DRAM. We implemented OPC and experimentally evaluated it over various cache placement policies, showing that it can enhance the impact of ICN packet-level caching, reducing both network and server load.


**Abstract:** Low latency is a crucial requirement for demanding conferencing applications, such as Networked Music Performance (NMP), the collaboration of musicians in real time. Modern conferencing systems employ a Selective Forwarding Unit (SFU) to transparently duplicate and forward media streams between participants. Since an SFU does not process the media streams, so as to reduce delay, its latency is mainly determined by the underlying network I/O mechanism that moves packets to/from the network hardware and user space. Such mechanisms are usually based on POSIX sockets, which were not designed for high performance networking. We designed and implemented pktswitch, a minimal, socket-based SFU and measured its performance. We then modified pktswitch to employ
netmap, a framework for fast packet I/O, to overcome the performance bottlenecks imposed by the socket-based design. The modified implementation handles packets in user space, with minimal kernel interaction. We describe and contrast the two implementations and then compare their performance in terms of packet processing overhead and delay. Our results show that the netmap-based implementation reduces packet processing overhead by 76% and delay by 89% compared to the socket-based implementation, thus allowing an SFU to host much higher loads (e.g., more users with more media streams and higher bit rates) without introducing delays.

Abstract: Gathering information efficiently from a, possibly fragmented, sensor network presents a serious problem in disaster recovery applications. Unless a transmission control mechanism exists, a sink can be flooded with information sent by sensors, or sensor transmissions may be lost on their way to the sink. Consequently, there is a necessity for a reliable protocol that automatically and speedily adapts to losses, congestion and network changes due to sink mobility. This paper describes RT-SENMOS, a reliable transport protocol for controlling sensor transmissions based on sink-assigned rates. The sink decides how to share the available bandwidth among the sensors and also determines the reliability to be achieved in each case. Our protocol operates on top of UDP/IP, therefore it can be directly integrated into a disaster recovery application that will set its parameters depending on the situation. Moreover, as it is fully sink-controlled, it enables the use of simple and inexpensive fixed sensors, which offload all protocol intelligence to a more expensive but reusable mobile sink. We present the design of the protocol, comparing it with similar approaches, and evaluate its performance using a real implementation.

Abstract: The high bandwidth and low delay requirements of Networked Music Performance (NMP) often lead to doubts about its feasibility in wide area networks. Multipath routing with Quality of Service (QoS) constraints is one way to meet these requirements, as it offers bandwidth aggregation while keeping latency low. However, multipath routing with QoS constraints is not inherently supported in IP networks, requiring complicated extensions to network operation. In contrast, the Publish-Subscribe Internet (PSI) architecture, an Information-Centric Networking (ICN) approach, natively supports multicast, centralized path selection and source routing, all the main elements needed for multipath QoS routing. In this paper, we discuss the implementation of multipath QoS routing in PSI and experimentally evaluate its benefits for NMP services.

Abstract: This paper presents the progress in the MusiNet research project, which aims to provide a comprehensive architecture and a prototype implementation of a Networked Music Performance (NMP) system. We describe the Musinet client and server components, and the different approaches followed in our research effort in order to culminate in the most appropriate scheme in terms of delay and quality for the audio and video streams involved. We also describe the MusiNet user interface, which allows an integrated communication between the participants and the proposed NMP system.

Abstract: This paper presents a proposition for information-centric networking (ICN) that lies outside the typical trajectory of aiming for a wholesale replacement of IP as the internetworking layer of the Internet. Instead, we propose that a careful exploitation of key ICN benefits, expanding previously funded ICN efforts, will enable individual operators to improve the performance of their IP-based services along many dimensions. Alongside the main motivation for our work, we present an early strawman
architecture for such an IP-over-ICN proposition, which will ultimately be implemented and trialed in a recently started H2020 research effort.

Abstract: Name resolution is at the heart of Information-Centric Networking (ICN), where names are used to both identify information and/or services, and to guide routing and forwarding inside the network. The ICN focus on information, rather than hosts, raises significant concerns regarding the scalability of the required Name Resolution System (NRS), especially when considering global scale, inter-domain deployments. In the route-by-name approach to NRS construction, name resolution and the corresponding state follow the routing infrastructure of the underlying inter-domain network. The scalability of the resulting NRS is therefore strongly related to the topological and routing characteristics of the network. However, past work has largely neglected this aspect. In this paper, we present a detailed investigation and comparison of the scalability properties of two route-by-name inter-domain NRS designs, namely, DONA and CURLING. Based on both real, full-scale inter-domain topology traces and synthetic, scaled-down topologies, our work quantifies a series of important scalability-related performance aspects, including the distribution of name-resolution state across the Internet topology and the associated processing and signaling overheads. We show that by avoiding DONA's exchange of state across peering links, CURLING results in deployment costs proportional to the total number of downstream customers of each Autonomous System. This translates to a 62-fold global state size reduction, at the expense of a 2.78-fold increase in lookup processing load, making CURLING a feasible approach to ICN name resolution.

Abstract: In-network packet-level caching is one of the most promising features offered by Information-centric Networking (ICN) architectures. In ICN, routers can use their queueing buffers as temporal storage units, thus allowing on-path caching by exploiting the network’s storage resources. Packet-caches can be highly beneficial for content delivery, but they are also known to have three significant weaknesses: (i) packet granularity produces huge cache indexes, (ii) Zipf-like content popularity penalizes the hit-ratio at core nodes and (iii) any discontinuity in the stored packets disrupts RTT-based congestion control. This paper presents OPC, a novel caching management strategy designed to support wire-speed in-network caching, while dealing with the above problems. OPC works at the object level, thus reducing indexing requirements, is destined for access routers, thus avoiding the small hit-ratios of caches at core nodes, and stores contiguous groups of packets, thus easing RTT-based congestion control.

Abstract: This short paper describes the objectives and initial results of project I-CAN: Information-Centric Future Mobile and Wireless Access Networks. I-CAN seeks to radically advance the integration of cellular and wireless access technologies by developing and evaluating architectures and procedures for future access networks based on Information-Centric Networking (ICN).

Abstract: Low latency is essential for videoconferencing applications such as presence and collaboration between remote participants. In modern videoconferencing systems, the Selective Forwarding Unit (SFU) has the role of transparently duplicating and forwarding media streams between participants, hence it must be able to process large volumes of incoming packets at very high rates. SFU performance is heavily affected by the network I/O mechanisms employed to move packets from the
Network Interface Card (NIC) to user space, and then move the copies back to the NIC. Traditional mechanisms, such as POSIX sockets, are not designed for high performance networking and prove to be a major bottleneck in such scenarios, by increasing packet latency and undermining the SFU’s scalability. In this paper, we present a novel SFU platform which was designed to handle the ultra-low latency requirements of Networked Music Performance (NMP) applications, that is, the collaboration of musicians in real time. We implement a prototype SFU based on POSIX sockets and outline its performance bottlenecks. To overcome them, we turn to the netmap framework for fast packet I/O, which provides direct but safe access to the NIC buffers. We argue that ultralow latency videoconferencing is a natural application for netmap and thus design and implement a netmap-based SFU.


Abstract: The MusiNet research project aims to provide a comprehensive architecture and a prototype implementation of a complete Networked Music Performance (NMP) system. In this paper we describe the current status of the project, focusing on critical decisions regarding the system’s architecture and specifications, the low delay audio and video coding techniques to be employed, the media relay design, and the synchronous and asynchronous collaboration algorithms to be adopted.


Abstract: We present a reliable transport layer protocol for sensor networks, targeting disaster recovery applications where human or robotic rescuers try to gather information from a possibly fragmented sensor network by moving through the disaster area. The mobility of the information sink means that the protocol must quickly adapt to a constantly changing view of the network, where connections and disconnections are the norm. Our protocol is purely sink driven, that is, the sink controls congestion by rate limiting the sensors, choosing how to assign the available bandwidth to different sensor types and deciding on the level of reliability to be achieved. In addition, our protocol operates at the application layer with minimal requirements from lower layers, allowing its integration with a disaster recovery application that will set its parameters depending on the disaster scenario. As a result, our protocol allows simple and inexpensive fixed sensors to be combined with expensive but reusable mobile equipment for disaster recovery purposes.


Abstract: We present mmFTP, a file transfer protocol for the Publish Subscribe Internetworking (PSI) architecture, which follows the Information-Centric Network (ICN) paradigm. mmFTP is designed to utilize diverse in-network resources: (i) it is receiver-driven, thus supporting on-path caching, (ii) it downloads files from multiple sources, thus utilizing off-path caching and (iii) it offers multipath transfers, thus exploiting path diversity and assisting network load-balancing. mmFTP combines these features into a single framework without complicating network operation. This is achieved by exploiting the functional organization of the PSI architecture which - among other aspects - separates routing from packet forwarding, delegates routing control to a logically centralized module and employs an explicit routing scheme for packet forwarding. In this paper we introduce the basic operation of mmFTP and present preliminary experimental performance results from a prototype implementation deployed in the PlanetLab testbed.


Abstract: Cloud computing has become the focus of attention in the industry, from the point of view of both providers and customers, as well as researchers. However, security concerns still impede the widespread adoption of this technology. Most enterprises are particularly worried about the lack of control over their outsourced data since the authentication and authorization systems of Cloud providers are
generic and they cannot be easily adapted to the requirements of each individual enterprise. An adaptation process requires the creation of complex protocols, often leading to security problems and lock-in conditions. In this paper we present the design of a lightweight solution that overcomes these problems. We have implemented and incorporated this solution in a popular open-source Cloud stack: OpenStack. Our solution eliminates the need for developing complex adaptation protocols, offers data owners the flexibility to switch among Cloud providers, or use multiple, different Cloud providers concurrently, and enhances end-user privacy.

Abstract: Routers in the Content-Centric Networking (CCN) architecture maintain state for all pending content requests, so as to be able to later return the corresponding content. By employing stateful forwarding, CCN supports native multicast, enhances security and enables adaptive forwarding, at the cost of excessive forwarding state that raises scalability concerns. We propose a semi-stateless forwarding scheme in which, instead of tracking each request at every on-path router, requests are tracked at every $d$ hops. At intermediate hops, requests gather reverse path information, which is later used to deliver responses between routers using Bloom filter-based stateless forwarding. Our approach effectively reduces forwarding state, while preserving the advantages of CCN forwarding. Evaluation results over realistic ISP topologies show that our approach reduces forwarding state by 54%-70% in unicast delivery, without any bandwidth penalties, while in multicast delivery it reduces forwarding state by 34%-55% at the expense of 6%-13% in bandwidth overhead.

Abstract: Video constitutes the majority of all Internet traffic and its share is expected to grow. Any future Internet architecture with a chance at success should provide some tangible benefits for video applications. Information-Centric Networking (ICN) architectures were designed with the specific goal of improving content distribution on the Internet; thus, this paper attempts to answer the obvious question: is ICN appropriate and ready for video traffic and, if not, what is missing or should be modified? To this end, we consider two different ICN architectures, Content-Centric Networking (CCN) and Publish-Subscribe Internetworking (PSI), and examine their applicability to Video on Demand and Live Video Streaming applications. Our goal is to clarify what ICN already does well for video, what it still needs to do, and, most importantly, what it could or should do differently.

Abstract: Stateless multicast forwarding with in-packet Bloom filters (iBF) has recently been proposed as a highly scalable way for supporting a large number of multicast groups. However, iBF multicast generates redundant traffic due to false positive forwarding decisions and it also scales poorly with multicast group size. In this paper we investigate scaling iBF multicast to arbitrary multicast group sizes, by partially sacrificing the networks fully stateless operation. We propose a switched-iBF multicast scheme that places multicast forwarding state at a few network nodes, so as to minimize redundant traffic regardless of the group size. We evaluate the scheme through simulations and find that switched-iBF multicast can scale to any group size while keeping redundant traffic below 1%-4% at the (minimal) cost of placing state at no more than 0.5%-2.5% of network nodes. We also compare the state requirements of switched-iBF multicast against other multicast schemes. Our evaluation shows that switched-iBF multicast achieves a tremendous reduction of multicast state in the range of 87%-99.6%. Hence, even though the system is no more fully stateless, it remains far more scalable than other approaches.

Abstract: Many proposals for the next generation of the Internet suggest moving from an end-point oriented to an information-centric oriented architecture. Many of these proposals are based on the publish/subscribe paradigm, which lends itself naturally to native multicast support, a key factor for efficient content distribution. However, the design of efficient reliable transport protocols for multicast
is a largely open problem, due to the problem of feedback implosion towards the sender as group size grows. In this paper we propose a hierarchical retransmission-based error control scheme for a native publish/subscribe internetwork. We compare our protocol with similar approaches proposed for IP multicast and evaluate its performance against IP multicast with unicast-based error control.

Abstract: Information-centric networking (ICN) constitutes an alternative to the conventional, IP-based, internetworking, with information itself being identified rather than the host where it resides. This approach introduces powerful tools and operations for content delivery, such as native support for multicast. Exploiting this native multicast capability is a very promising approach for multimedia applications such as Networked Music Performance (NMP), where a set of musicians located in different places wish to perform together in real time. While conferencing applications traditionally rely on a Multipoint Conferencing Unit (MCU) that receives media streams from each participant and then retransmits a mixed stream to each one, in NMP we would prefer direct communication between the participants, so as to reduce transmission delays and allow each participant to mix the incoming media streams in the desired manner. In this paper we introduce an ICN-based NMP application exploiting native multicast, and compare its performance with both MCU and non-MCU NMP variants, using both unicast and multicast.

Abstract: In this paper we explain how efficient delivery of real-time information can be supported in the Publish Subscribe Internet (PSI), a network architecture proposal for the Future Internet. PSI departs from IP thinking with respect to the core abstractions made and the functional organization of the system. PSI places information at the heart of the network layer and decouples the forwarding, path formation and topology management functionalities. This design approach can be highly beneficial for real-time communications, as it enables the network to apply sophisticated mechanisms for multicast tree construction, such as delivery of information over optimal (minimum cost) Steiner trees. Initial experiments with a proof-of-concept implementation of PSI indicate the feasibility of realizing such optimization policies. Our results show that significant bandwidth savings can be achieved at the cost of small, un-noticeable to the end-users, delays in flow establishment.

Abstract: Information-Centric Networking (ICN) is a novel paradigm for future Internet architectures. It exploits the current trend in Internet usage which mostly involves information dissemination. ICN architectures based on the publish/subscribe model use names for information in order to route requests and data, as well as to facilitate in-network caching, anycasting and multicasting for efficient content delivery. However, the number of named information objects is expected to be huge in the future Internet, raising serious concerns with respect to a global-scale deployment of ICN. Routing and forwarding will require vast amounts of state, which pushes storage, maintenance and processing demands to the limit. In this paper we discuss the feasibility of deploying the Data Oriented Networking Architecture (DONA) by leveraging cloud computing facilities. We identify the exact scalability concerns for DONA based on simulations over a realistic model of the current Internet topology and find that registrations for information objects lead to a state explosion. For this reason, we then discuss how cloud facilities can assist DONA deployment, focusing on various options for deploying DONA in the cloud and their suitability for different areas of the inter-network.

Abstract: While BitTorrent was originally conceived as a Peer-to-Peer file exchange protocol, it has proved extremely successful for asynchronous content distribution, allowing content sources to support
huge numbers of users with a modest amount of bandwidth. This has prompted many researchers to study the possibility of using BitTorrent to support real-time media streaming. In this paper we present a comparison of three proposed adaptations to BitTorrent for media streaming, using our detailed packet-level BitTorrent simulator. Unlike previous evaluations which assumed that the streaming media player would drop data that did not arrive on time, in this paper we use a more realistic model where the player stalls when data are not available, thus placing emphasis on delays rather than losses. Our experiments indicate that under this, more realistic, evaluation model, user level performance can be quite reasonable.


**Abstract:** Information-centric networking (ICN) is a paradigm that aims to better reflect current Internet usage patterns by focusing on information, rather than on hosts. One of the most critical ICN functionalities is the efficient resolution/location of information objects i.e., name resolution. The vast size of the information object namespace calls for a highly scalable and efficient name resolution approach. Currently proposed solutions either rely on a DHT structure, thus ensuring load balancing and scalability at the cost of inefficient routing, or on hierarchical structures, thus preserving routing efficiency at the cost of limited scalability. In this paper, we study in detail the tradeoff between state/signaling overhead versus routing efficiency for a generic name-resolution system based on a novel DHT scheme with enhanced routing properties, and compare it to DONA, an ICN architecture based on hierarchical resolution and routing.


**Abstract:** Having identified important limitations of the current Internet architecture, several research initiatives have engaged in the design of new architectures for the Internet of the Future. New features and protocols are designed, and in many cases, a clean slate approach is followed, advocating the replacement of almost the entire current protocol stack. In order to reliably evaluate the performance of such emerging protocols and architectures, we need a realistic evaluation framework reflecting current and forecasted traffic patterns. This is especially important for the emerging information-centric paradigm, where in-network caching plays an important role and network performance is heavily dependent on traffic characteristics. To this end, we have designed and implemented GlobeTraff, a traffic workload generator for the creation of synthetic traffic mixes. GlobeTraff supports several application traffic types, generated via models in the recent research literature, allowing the detailed parameterization of the respective models and the composition of the resulting traffic mix.


**Abstract:** In this paper we focus on the issue of transferring diverse kinds of information through information-centric networks (ICNs). We argue that the one request per packet mode of operation suggested in the early development of ICN applications is not a good fit for some types of traffic, such as media streams and real-time notifications. To efficiently deliver all kinds of information, we argue that an ICN should not only identify information by its name, it should also be aware of the nature of its traffic. We classify information traffic types based on two characteristics: a) reliable vs. unreliable transfer and b) real-time vs. on-demand delivery. The combination of these two characteristics leads to three broad categories: a) channels, b) on-demand documents and c) real-time documents. To handle all traffic types, we propose two extensions to the CCN architecture: Persistent Interests and Reliable Notifications. We describe how these additions, together with a careful selection of information names, can efficiently support these three categories of information traffic types.

Abstract: Peer-to-peer (P2P) protocols have been widely accepted by users and operators alike as efficient mechanisms for non real-time content distribution. It is therefore reasonable to extend these protocols to also handle more demanding applications, such as multimedia streaming. Many researchers have proposed modifications to the well known BitTorrent protocol in order to adapt it to the needs of such applications. In this paper we present findings from our experiments with three proposals for the integration of multimedia streaming into BitTorrent: the fixed-size window approach, the high-priority set approach and the stretching window approach. We evaluate these proposals under identical circumstances using our detailed packet-level BitTorrent simulator, showing that while all approaches are reasonably capable of supporting multimedia streaming, their different design choices have a pronounced effect on their streaming performance.

Abstract: Information-centric networking constitutes an alternative to the conventional, IP-based internetworking, with information being identified rather than the host where it resides (which is the case for IP networking). This approach appears to be very promising for the next generation Internet. However, many challenges and critical issues remain to be addressed, associated with the range of applications that can be supported by the new architectures. Specifically, it is unclear whether information-centric networking abstractions can support conversational applications which are very important in the Internet, and even more important in other telecommunication networks. In light of those reflections, we present the design, prototype implementation and performance evaluation of a simple voice application for the Publish-Subscribe Internet architecture developed in PSIRP and now being further refined in PURSUIT, two EU FP7 research projects on clean slate Future Internet design.

Abstract: In this paper, we focus on the bootstrap operation of a publish/subscribe information centric network. We consider a set of interconnected network nodes and describe how they organize themselves into a fully functional network by publishing and subscribing to control plane information. Network bootstrap includes establishing point-to-point communication between network elements, exchanging topological information and setting up the rendezvous system. We showcase the network’s publish/subscribe service with a complete example.

Abstract: Large, reliable and efficient storage systems are becoming increasingly important in enterprise environments. Our research in storage system design is oriented towards the exploitation of commodity hardware for building a high performance, resilient and scalable storage system. We present the design and implementation of DHTbd, a general purpose decentralized storage system where storage nodes support a distributed hash table based interface and clients are implemented as in-kernel device drivers. DHTbd, unlike most storage systems proposed to date, is implemented at the block device level of the I/O stack, a simple yet efficient design. The experimental evaluation of the proposed system demonstrates its very good I/O performance, its ability to scale to large clusters, as well as its robustness, even when massive failures occur.

Abstract: In order for a Future Internet architecture to be globally deployed, it must ensure that existing applications will continue to operate efficiently on top of it. As part of the Publish Subscribe Internet Routing Paradigm (PSIRP) project, we have explored various options for making endpoint centric applications based on the Sockets Application Programming Interface (API) compatible with the information centric PSIRP prototype implementation. We developed an emulator that mediates between the client/server socket calls and the publish/subscribe PSIRP calls, transforming the exchange of packets to distribution of publications. To assess the overhead of our emulator, we measure the exe-
cution time of a simple file transfer application in native socket mode, in emulated socket mode and in native publish/subscribe mode.


**Abstract**: It has long been realized that the proliferation of information-centric applications and services must be reflected in a corresponding shift of the underlying Internet architecture. Even though users increasingly focus on the desired information, the underlying network still focuses on the endpoints providing/consuming this information and in many cases this mismatch has resulted in an inefficient utilization of network resources, as demonstrated by peer-to-peer (P2P) and file sharing applications. In view of this situation, many research projects have focused on the investigation of alternative networking models centered around information. However, less attention has been paid to the transition process from the current end host centric model to an information centric one. In this paper, we propose an overlay multicast-enabled, publish-subscribe architecture and focus on its gradual deployment both inside administrative domain boundaries as well as across the Internet. Our simulation results demonstrate the benefits for individual network operators as they gradually adopt our new networking model, and shed further light on the extent of deployment required within an administrative domain in order for our approach to perform optimally.


**Abstract**: It has long been realized that the use of the Internet has moved away from its original end-host centric model. The vast majority of services and applications is nowadays focused on information itself rather than on the endpoints providing/consuming it. However, the underlying network architecture still focuses on enabling the communication between pairs of end-hosts, leading to a series of problems, such as the inefficient utilization of network resources, demonstrated by the proliferation of peer-to-peer (P2P) and file sharing applications. In essence, the prevailing end-to-end nature of the current Internet architecture prohibits network operators from controlling the traffic carried by their networks, leaving this control entirely to end users and their applications. In this paper, we investigate the potential benefits of MultiCache, an overlay network architecture aiming at handing control back to network operators. In MultiCache proxy overlay routers enable the delivery of data either via direct multicast, or via multicast fed caches residing at the leaves of multicast delivery trees. We study crucial aspects of our architecture, paying special attention to the properties of our distributed caching scheme, and investigate the feasibility of a progressive deployment of the proposed functionality over the existing Internet.


**Abstract**: It has been long realized that the Internet is evolving from a network connecting pairs of end hosts to a substrate for information dissemination. While this shift towards information centric networking has been clearly demonstrated by the proliferation of file sharing (e.g., BitTorrent) and content delivery (e.g., YouTube) applications, it has not been followed by a corresponding shift in network architecture. As a result, even though such applications are attractive to both content providers, due to their lower bandwidth requirements, and to end users, due to their reduced download times, they plague the underlying network with redundant packet transmissions, a significant part of which takes place over costly inter-domain links. In essence, the end-to-end nature of the current Internet architecture prevents network operators from controlling the traffic carried by their networks, delegating such control to end users and their applications. In this paper, we propose MultiCache, an information centric architecture aiming at the efficient use of network resources that is based on two primitives: multicast and caching. To this end, we revisit overlay multicast as a means for content delivery, and take advantage of multicast forwarding information to locate, in an anycast fashion, nearby caches that have been themselves fed by multicast sessions. Our architecture is evaluated against a widespread file sharing application (BitTorrent) with respect to both network resource savings and end user experience.

Abstract: We present our work on a sensor-based smart system that is automatically trained to recognize the activities of individuals in their home. In this paper we present and analyze a method for recognizing indoor the everyday activities of a monitored individual. This method is based on the data mining technique of association rules and Allen’s temporal relations. Our experimental results show that for many (but not all) activities, this method produces a recognition accuracy of nearly 100%, in contrast to other methods based on data mining classifiers. The proposed method is accurate, very flexible and adaptable to a dynamic environment such as the “Smart Home” and we believe that it deserves further attention.


Abstract: During the past few years, large, reliable and efficient storage systems have become increasingly important in enterprise environments. Additional requirements for these environments include low installation, maintenance and administration costs. In this paper we propose a hash-based storage approach, combined with block-level operating system semantics. The experimental evaluation confirms that the proposed approach is viable and can offer a cost-effective storage solution.


Abstract: In the past few years numerous peer to peer file sharing, or more generally content distribution, systems have been designed, implemented, and evaluated via simulations, real world measurements, and mathematical analysis. Yet, only a few of them have stood the test of time and gained wide user acceptance. BitTorrent is not just one such system; it holds the lion’s share among them. The reasons behind its success have been studied to a great extent with interesting results. Nevertheless, even though peer to peer content distribution remains one of the most active research areas, little progress has been made towards the study of the BitTorrent protocol, and its possible variations, in a fully controllable but realistic simulation environment. In this paper we describe and analyze a full featured and extensible implementation of BitTorrent for the OMNeT++ simulation environment. Moreover, since we aim to establish a realistic simulation platform, we show our enhancements to a conversion tool for a popular Internet topology generator and a churn generator based on the analysis of real BitTorrent traces. Finally we present the results from the evaluation of our prototype implementation regarding resource demands under different simulation scenarios.


Abstract: While multicasting is considered valuable for content distribution, it is not widely supported on the Internet. Content providers have instead turned to peer assisted content distribution in order to efficiently serve large numbers of clients via unicast, thus removing the bandwidth bottleneck from their side. The redundant unicast transmissions of the same packet are not avoided however, they are just distributed between the peers. Since peer assisted content distribution represents a major fraction of total Internet traffic, a more efficient distribution scheme would be of great interest to users and network operators alike. For this reason, we reconsider overlay multicast as a potential solution for mass content distribution. We present an overlay multicast scheme inspired by Scribe that exploits co-operative access routers so as to improve the multicast content distribution trees produced. We investigate the properties of our scheme compared to both regular Scribe and IP multicast over Internet-like network topologies, via a full fledged simulation platform that can be used as a basis for the realistic evaluation of multicast based content distribution applications.


Abstract: This paper shows how the multicast nature of proposed future publish/subscribe network
architectures can assist mobility. Publish/subscribe is an information-centric networking paradigm. Unlike the current send/receive based Internet architecture which favours the sender of information, the publish/subscribe paradigm leads to a more balanced relationship between entities. Publish/subscribe is considered a promising architecture for the future Internet as it can potentially address various current Internet problems, such as spam and (Distributed) Denial of Service attacks. In a pub/sub architecture all data are transmitted via multicast and end host identification, which has a less critical role to begin with, is decoupled from location identification. In such an environment, fast mobility can be supported effectively, particularly for continuous media distribution (such as mobile TV) and other types of real-time multimedia applications. In this paper, a prototype overlay multicast scheme based on Scribe is extended to support mobility. We compare this scheme against an alternative solution based on Mobile IPv6 and demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach and the basic trade-offs.


**Abstract**: The architecture of the current Internet was not originally designed to support either mobility or multicast. In particular, its coupling of host identification and location identification has hindered the provision of effective mobile services. At the same time, its lack of support for multicast distribution causes a multitude of redundant unicast transmissions, leading to an inefficient utilization of network resources. Both these limitations are especially apparent in the case of real-time continuous media distribution. The publish/subscribe paradigm has been proposed as a promising alternative to the current send/receive paradigm for a future Internet architecture. In future publish/subscribe networks, multicast will be the norm, and this change of the end-to-end communication semantics will lead to a networking environment more suitable for mobility. In the context of this paradigm, this paper considers a prototype architecture based on the Scribe overlay multicast scheme. Preliminary simulation results show that our publish/subscribe network implementation achieves better performance during mobility compared to Mobile IPv6 in all relevant metrics, such as hand-off delay (or resume time) and loss of real-time traffic during disconnections, at the cost of a slight increase of the end-to-end delay due to the routing stretch imposed by the overlay.


**Abstract**: The Radio Link Control (RLC) protocol, used in Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) networks, is one of the most advanced and complex link layer protocols. Among its notable features are the absence of retransmission timers, which makes it tolerant to contention for the link, and the ability to abandon persistently lost frames, which makes it suitable for reliable transport layers. In order to assess whether it makes sense to use RLC with non-UMTS wireless links, especially in the face of the enhanced error recovery offered by TCP with the Selective Acknowledgment (SACK) option, we implemented it in the ns-2 simulator and measured the throughput achieved by File Transfer and Web Browsing over RLC, either with or without contention from a Media Distribution application. While we found that RLC adapts well to the available bandwidth, providing considerable performance gains with random losses, with bursty losses RLC hardly improved upon TCP SACK.


**Abstract**: The error prone nature of wireless links often necessitates the use of a link layer protocol to ensure acceptable application performance. While traditional link layers assume that they fully control the link, in most emerging wireless networks many sessions may dynamically share the link due to the presence of multiple contending users and/or applications. Such networks require link layers that can automatically adapt to bandwidth variations, offering good performance regardless of contention. To this end, we discuss two adaptive protocols, an Adaptive Selective Repeat (ASR) protocol that dynamically modifies its retransmission timeouts, and the Radio Link Control (RLC) protocol used by UMTS, an advanced protocol without retransmission timers. To assess the applicability of each
approach, we measure the throughput achieved by File Transfer and Web Browsing over both protocols, with or without contention from a Media Distribution application, as well as the delay induced by these protocols to the contending application. Our results indicate that the complexity of RLC is not justified by its performance, as ASR nearly always outperforms it.


Abstract: The Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Service (MBMS) was designed to support the economical distribution of multimedia content to large numbers of receivers in 3rd generation cellular networks. In this paper we present and evaluate an MBMS extension that reduces the transmission power requirements while increasing the number of potential users of such services, by supporting the distribution of multiple variants of the same content to heterogeneous receivers. We first describe the standard MBMS model, along with its state management and signaling procedures, as well as our extended MBMS model, in terms of the modifications that it imposes on the standard. We then present an analytical and simulation evaluation of the transmission power requirements of our approach against alternatives based on standard MBMS, showing that our approach maximizes the number of potential users, without excessive transmission power requirements.


Abstract: In this paper we compare the wireless performance of TCP with or without selective acknowledgments and in the presence or absence of a reliable link layer protocol, in order to determine whether link layer error control remains beneficial for TCP variants with improved error recovery capabilities, such as TCP SACK. We also examine whether there are adverse interactions between the two protocol layers, that is, whether link layer error control degrades the congestion control performance of the transport layer, and whether transport layer error recovery degrades the error control performance of the link layer. Our results show that, even with TCP SACK, link layer error control remains critical for TCP performance over wireless links. Furthermore, our results show that with a TCP unaware link layer protocol we have a clear separation of concerns, whereby the link layer handles wireless losses and the transport layer handles congestion.


Abstract: Traditional reliable link layer protocols set their fixed retransmission timers under the assumption that they operate in isolation over the link. Emerging wireless networks however allow multiple link layer sessions to dynamically share the link. To assess the impact of this development, we examine the performance of Web Browsing over a Selective Repeat protocol with fixed retransmission timers, showing that the optimal retransmission timer values depend on the level of contention. We therefore propose an adaptive Selective Repeat protocol that modifies its retransmission timers based on prevailing conditions. Our measurements show that this adaptive scheme provides excellent Web Browsing performance regardless of the level of contention, under two very different wireless error models.


Abstract: This paper describes an extension of the Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Service supporting the distribution of multiple variants of the same content to heterogeneous receivers. We first outline the standard MBMS model, along with its state management and signaling procedures, and then proceed to describe our extended MBMS model, detailing the modifications that it imposes on MBMS state management and signaling procedures. Finally, we compare via analysis and simulation our extension against an approach for achieving the same goal by using standard MBMS mechanisms in terms of the signaling overhead incurred, showing that our proposal is clearly superior.

Abstract: The Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Service (MBMS) was recently standardized for use by 3rd Generation cellular networks, aiming to support the economical distribution of multimedia content to large numbers of receivers. This paper proposes an MBMS extension supporting the distribution of multiple variants of the same content to heterogeneous receivers. We first outline the standard MBMS model, along with its state management and signaling procedures, and then describe our extended MBMS model, explaining the modifications it imposes on standard MBMS. We then explain how our approach can be combined either with layered coding or transcoding for the generation of the multiple content variants to be distributed. Finally, we compare our proposal via analysis and simulation with some alternatives based on standard MBMS. Both the analytical and the simulation results indicate that our proposal increases the number of satisfied users without spending excessive resources, thus striking a good balance between the standards based alternatives considered.


Abstract: The design of an efficient Quality of Service (QoS) scheme for a Mobile Ad hoc Network requires addressing all the challenging characteristics of such a network. Specifically, a QoS scheme for such an environment must have a light-weight implementation, in terms of both storage and processing requirements, must be scalable and keep the signaling overhead to a minimum, must focus on differentiated services instead of “hard” guarantees, and must provide the necessary incentives for the flows to be cooperative. This paper describes such a QoS scheme which manages to meet all the aforementioned requirements while still having a simple, yet effective, implementation.


Abstract: This paper describes and analyzes an extension of the Multimedia Broadcast / Multicast Service (MBMS) that supports the distribution of multiple variants of the same content to heterogeneous receivers. We first outline the standard MBMS model and then describe our extended MBMS model, detailing the modifications that it imposes on MBMS state management and signaling procedures. We then provide an analytical framework for the comparison of our extended model with both a single and a multiple service approach based on standard MBMS mechanisms. We apply this framework to a practical setting and show that our proposal is far more scalable in terms of signaling overhead than its standards based competitor.


Abstract: A considerable body of evidence indicates that the use of reliable link layer protocols over error prone wireless links dramatically improves the performance of Internet protocols and applications. While traditional link layer protocols set their timeout values assuming that they fully control the underlying link, some wireless networks allow multiple link layer sessions to co-exist over the same link. Since the optimal timeout values for a reliable link layer protocol depend on the available bandwidth, with dynamic link sharing such a protocol should ideally adapt its timeout values accordingly. We have thus designed an Adaptive Selective Repeat protocol that modifies its timeout values based on the policy used by TCP. We compare the performance of Web Browsing over Selective Repeat when using our adaptive timeout scheme with a range of parameters, against a manually tuned fixed timeout version. Our measurements show that these adaptive timeout policies outperform the fixed one, regardless of the level of contention, and that the best adaptive timeout policy in this setting is not the one used by TCP.
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Abstract: This paper presents a measurement study of TCP performance at an operational WiFi deployment. After presenting the network topology and the tools used to generate and analyze traffic, we examine the throughput performance of competing TCP connections. We investigate how throughput is divided among the participating wireless hosts with respect to signal strength, traffic direction and use of the RTS/CTS mechanism. Our study shows that while competing clients with comparable signal strength are treated fairly, achieving similar throughput values, clients with lower signal strength are treated unfairly, relinquishing a larger share of the available bandwidth to clients with higher signal strength.


Abstract: This paper compares the group management mechanisms used in the IP and the MBMS multicasting models. After outlining the design of each model, we describe the group management protocols that they employ. We then examine how the IP group management protocols can be adapted for MBMS and finally evaluate the group management approach adopted by MBMS. Our main findings are that IGMP v.2 is preferable for use with MBMS, that the join/leave group management approach of MBMS outperforms the query/report approach of IP and that the reliability of the MBMS approach can be enhanced by upcalls.


Abstract: Although TCP and UDP application performance over wireless links may be substantially improved via link layer error recovery, different schemes are appropriate for each application class. We present a multi-service link layer architecture that simultaneously enhances the performance of diverse applications by supporting multiple error recovery mechanisms in parallel. We simulated concurrent file transfers and WWW browsing over TCP and continuous media distribution over UDP using our architecture. The results show that each application achieves similar improvements as when it operates alone over its preferred scheme, despite the parallel execution of diverse applications.


Abstract: Internet application performance over wireless links is disappointing due to wireless impairments that adversely affect higher layers. This paper focuses on link layer enhancement mechanisms that hide wireless errors from the rest of the Internet. We simulated file transfer and WWW browsing over TCP and continuous media distribution over UDP, in conjunction with various link layer schemes. Our results reveal that WWW browsing has substantially different behavior than file transfer, that existing TCP enhancement schemes have limited applicability and that UDP applications are best served by schemes inappropriate for TCP. Therefore, multiple link layer solutions are needed to optimize the performance of diverse applications.


Abstract: Internet application performance over wireless links is disappointing, due to wireless impairments and their adverse interactions with higher protocol layers. In order to effectively address these problems without the need for global protocol upgrades, we focus on link layer enhancement schemes. Simulations reveal that different schemes work best for different applications. We have thus developed a multi-service link layer architecture that can simultaneously enhance the performance of diverse applications by supporting multiple link mechanisms concurrently. Simulations confirm that this architecture provides dramatic performance improvements. The architecture can be embedded in various ways into the Internet. A critical issue for Quality of Service support over wireless links is the unpredictability of available resources. Our approach is based on fair sharing of the link before any
measures are taken to improve the performance of individual traffic classes. This approach turns over the error control trade-off to the applications themselves.


**Abstract:** We present a comprehensive set of measurements of a 2.4 GHz DSSS wireless LAN and analyze its behavior. We examine issues such as host and interface heterogeneity, bidirectional (TCP) traffic and error modeling, that have not been previously analyzed. We uncover multiple problems with TCP and UDP performance in this system. We investigate the causes of these problems (radio hardware, device drivers, network protocols) and discuss the effectiveness of proposed improvements.


**Abstract:** We describe a novel link layer protocol architecture that aims to enhance the performance of Internet protocols over wireless links, in particular in order to effectively support interactive multimedia applications with varying Quality-of-Service requirements. The degraded performance of these links on the Internet and the inadequacy of existing approaches in overcoming these problems in a protocol independent manner motivate our solution. Our design provides multiple services and performance feedback to higher layers, thus supporting adaptive protocols and applications. In addition, it serves as the basis for Internet evolution towards Quality-of-Service provision, since it can be used to support relevant mechanisms at higher layers, regardless of the underlying hardware.


**Abstract:** We describe a novel link layer architecture to enhance the performance of Internet protocols over wireless links. The degraded performance of these links on the Internet and the inadequacy of existing approaches of overcoming these problems in a protocol independent manner, motivate our solution. Our link layer provides multiple services and performance feedback to higher layers, thus supporting adaptive protocols and applications. In addition, our approach can serve as the basis for future Internet evolution towards Quality of Service provision. We also describe our ongoing research and implementation directions.


**Abstract:** While support for IP multicasting continues to spread enabling new applications, an increasing number of hosts connects to the worldwide Internet via low bandwidth Point-to-Point links, such as wireline or wireless telephone lines. In this paper we discuss existing proposals for local and wide area IP multicasting and their implications for Point-to-Point links, identify problems with their integration in this environment, and propose alternative special purpose mechanisms to solve these problems. The main problems are overhead due to IGMP leave latency and unnecessary continuous probing of potentially power constrained hosts. Our solution is an alternative to IGMP mechanisms based on join/leave messages for tracking group membership over PtP networks. After presenting the implementation requirements of our proposed and the existing mechanisms, we compare them with respect to performance, interoperability, robustness and implementation complexity, demonstrating that our join/leave protocol is uniformly superior.


**Abstract:** We consider the problem of efficient multicast support for mobile wireless hosts in TCP/IP networks. We summarize techniques supporting multicasting and mobility, along with their constraints and interactions, and explore architectural alternatives for solutions to the combined problem that remain compatible with the existing architecture. We propose a new mechanism for group management, optimized for point-to-point links. We also discuss three proposed multicast delivery mechanisms and compare them with respect to efficiency on wireless networks and impact on host software.
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Abstract: Networked Music Performance (NMP), where musicians located in different places perform together in real time via a network, requires extremely low end-to-end delay. As part of an effort to reduce all aspects of NMP delay, we are focusing on the packet processing and replication delay at the centralized node which enables communication between the multiple NMP participants. We propose three approaches to dramatically reduce this delay, based on both hardware and software optimizations.

Abstract: We present mmFTP, an information-centric and receiver-driven file transfer protocol for the Publish Subscribe Internetworking (PSI) architecture. mmFTP supports both multisource and multipath transfers, while requiring minimal complexity in terms of network operation. We describe the basic design and operation of mmFTP and present preliminary experimental performance results from a prototype implementation deployed in the PlanetLab testbed.

Abstract: Information-Centric Networking (ICN) is becoming increasingly popular: various architectures have been proposed to transform today’s host-centric networks to information-centric ones. An important question that begs to be answered is whether the ICN paradigm can adequately support various types of existing network usage, as well as set the foundations for new application types. In this demonstration, we exhibit four different communication models via corresponding applications supported by our architecture. All applications are realized through the publish/subscribe service model exported by our ICN nodes.

Abstract: Information-Centric Networking (ICN) has increasingly been attracting attention by the research community. In ICN the center of attention becomes the information itself and not the endpoints as in today’s IP networks. In this demonstration we present applications that we developed as proof of concepts for our ICN approach. A video streaming as well as a voice and a HTTP over publish/subscribe application that run on top of our ICN prototype will be demonstrated running in an international testbed.

Abstract: Information-Centric Networking (ICN) is constantly gaining momentum within the Future Internet research community. In the PURSUIT research project we are developing a clean-slate Pub/Sub Internetworking (PSI or Ψ) approach with integrated seamless mobility support. The novel ICN mechanisms supported in Ψ, along with smartly placed in-network caches, enable the architecture to handle both mobile and fixed devices in a uniform way. This paper presents a blueprint for optimizing mobility support in Ψ without modifications to the architecture or add-on solutions. We demonstrate a micro-mobility scenario that describes the functionality of Ψ’s core components in supporting mobility and then sketch our plans for future work and a proper assessment of these designs.

Abstract: The current drive towards new networking paradigms that make information the center of
the network architecture, cannot ignore the fact that any new architecture will have to co-exist with the existing Internet for an extended period of time. In order for a new architecture to be globally deployed, it must ensure that existing applications will continue to operate, preferably without the need to even recompile them. As part of the Publish Subscribe Internet Routing Paradigm (PSIRP) project, we have explored the options for making existing applications based on the ubiquitous Sockets Application Programming Interface (API) compatible with the PSIRP prototype implementation, which is based on publish/subscribe principles throughout the protocol stack. We describe an emulator which mediates between the client/server socket calls and the publish/subscribe calls implemented by the PSIRP prototype. Our socket emulator allows existing applications, either TCP or UDP based, to run unmodified over an information centric network architecture that is radically different from the endpoint centric Internet architecture for which they were designed.


**Abstract**: While multicasting is considered valuable for content distribution, it is not widely supported on the Internet, despite the emergence of scalable overlay schemes. Content providers have instead turned to peer assisted content distribution in order to efficiently serve large numbers of clients, thus removing the bandwidth bottleneck from their side but placing a heavy burden on the clients. Even if we assume that multicast will become prevalent in the future Internet, peer assisted content distribution will still be useful for asynchronously distributing very large amounts of data. We have thus designed a multicast variant of BitTorrent, paying special attention to the incentives required to ensure that peers will not only consume, but also contribute content. To provide a multicast substrate for our application in the current Internet, we also present an overlay multicast scheme inspired by Scribe that exploits co-operative access routers so as to improve the distribution trees.


**Abstract**: We present preliminary work on a sensor-based system that we are currently implementing with the aim of monitoring the health of the elderly and people with special needs. The system functions both inside and outside the home of the monitored individuals, using sensors and GPS-enabled cellular phones. Its objective is to first learn the daily behavior of the monitored individuals, and then detect changes in their routines and health status, providing alerts and a preliminary diagnosis as quickly as possible when something out of the ordinary occurs.

**Book Chapters**


**Abstract**: Multicast refers to the transmission of data from one sender to an arbitrary set of receivers, a service useful for applications such as group conferencing, media distribution and update of replicated databases. From an application viewpoint, the importance of multicast is that it allows addressing a set of receivers via a common identifier. From a network viewpoint, the importance of multicast is that when the transmission paths between the sender and the receivers share some links, multicast can conserve resources by only sending the data once over each such link. The most important issues raised by multicast are routing data to multiple destinations with minimal delay and/or duplication, handling feedback from possibly numerous receivers in a scalable manner and providing appropriate Quality of Service for data delivery to each receiver.


**Abstract**: The two most important aspects of 3G networks with respect to IP based multimedia services are the IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) and the Multimedia Broadcast / Multicast Service (MBMS).
The IMS enables complex IP based multimedia sessions to be created with guaranteed QoS for each media component. Example applications include voice telephony and video conferencing. The IMS interoperates with both traditional telephony services and external IP based multimedia services. The MBMS provides native IP broadcast and multicast support in 3G networks, allowing high bandwidth services to be economically offered to multiple users. Example applications include video streaming via multicast and location based services via broadcast. The MBMS interoperates directly with IP multicasting. While both the IMS and the MBMS are IP based, their standardization is proceeding independently. It is however clear that their combination would allow numerous new services to be provided.


Abstract: The deployment of several real-time multimedia applications over the Internet has motivated a considerable research effort on the provision of multiple services on the Internet. In order to extend this work over wireless links however, we must also take into account the performance limitations of wireless media. We survey various related approaches and conclude that link layer schemes provide a universal and localized solution. Based on simulations of application performance over many link layer schemes we show that different approaches work best for different applications. We present a multi-service link layer architecture which enhances the performance of diverse applications by concurrently supporting multiple link layer schemes. Simulations of multiple applications executing simultaneously show that this approach dramatically improves performance for all of them. We finally consider embedding this approach into a Quality of Service oriented Internet, discussing the traditional best-effort architecture, the Differentiated Services architecture and an advanced dynamic service discovery architecture.


Abstract: The current strong drive towards Internet access via mobile terminals, makes the inclusion of wireless systems such as Cellular Communications (CC) and Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN) into the mainstream Internet very desirable. CC and WLAN systems however raise a multitude of performance issues, since environmental conditions and terrestrial obstructions and reflections lead to high and unpredictable error rates. CC and WLAN systems mostly share the characteristics of traditional wireless systems (satellite and terrestrial microwave), such as high error rates. They also share some of the characteristics of wired systems, such as low physical layer propagation delays. As a result, in order to improve their performance, a synthesis of techniques for enhancing the performance of both wired and wireless links is required, that will also take into account the requirements of the TCP/IP protocol suite. In this chapter we present the characteristics and performance limitations of various existing and emerging wireless systems and survey a wide range of approaches for enhancing TCP/IP performance over such links. Although mobility is inherently associated with CC systems, the additional problems that it induces, such as communication pauses whenever mobile devices move between cells, are covered in a separate chapter.


Abstract: We discuss the problems that arise when standard Internet protocols are used over wireless links, such as degraded Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) performance when wireless errors are interpreted as congestion losses. We use case studies drawn from commercial Wireless Local Area Networks and cellular telephony systems to illustrate these problems. Then, we survey some proposed approaches to mitigating such problems and examine their applicability. Finally, we look at the future of wireless systems and the new challenges that they will create for Internet protocols and state some goals for further protocol enhancement and evolution.